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Executive Summary

Economy

▪ Inflation in services is stronger 

than anticipated by markets. 

Headline inflation in the US is at 

8,3% and CPI inflation in Europe 

is at 9.1%. This is still too high.

▪ Central Banks provide very clear 

statements. They will raise rates 

to combat inflation. Even the risk 

of severe recessions will not stop 

them.

▪ Labor markets in the US and 

Europe are very strong. 

Unemployment is at record lows 

and job openings are still at very 

high levels.

▪ Recession risks are very high 

and we expect that the German 

economy drops into recession 

territories.

▪ European energy situation on the 

other hand is better than feared. 

Russian gas gets substituted.

Equities

▪ Higher interest rates push the 

present value of future cash 

flows down. Lower present 

value equals lower valuations. 

Equity prices have to reflect 

this.

▪ Uncertainty remains as long as 

the terminal Fed rate and ECB 

rate is unclear.

▪ We expect further volatility in 

equity markets in the coming 

months. 

▪ But on the positive side we see 

that markets priced in a lot of 

the negative outlook. Investor 

sentiment indices are on record 

low levels indicating that the 

market is oversold.

▪ Valuations dropped 30% to 40% 

in 2022 and are on very low 

levels. Outlook has brightened 

for long-term investors.  

Fixed Income

▪ The US yield curve is inverse 

indicating a lower economic 

growth in the future.

▪ 10 year is at 3.75% versus the 2 

year which is at 4.15%. The 

10y2y spread is -40Pb 

indicating a recession in the US.

▪ Corporate credit spreads 

increased to levels close to the 

height of the COVID-19 crisis. 

Such spikes are often the result 

of indiscriminate selling and 

present opportunities to restock 

portfolios with high quality 

bonds at attractive prices. 

▪ Swiss franc and euro investors 

get now positive yields in the 

bond market. We see this as an 

opportunity for clients that want 

to diversify the USD and add 

Swiss franc or euro assets. 

Currencies

▪ The USD has the tendency to 

strengthen against most other 

currencies. Driver of this 

appreciation is the hawkish Fed 

policy.

▪ On the other hand, the US dollar 

has reached its strongest levels 

since 2002 versus the EUR, and 

a multi-decade high versus the 

yen and sterling. This 

overvalued situation is an 

opportunity for long-term 

investors.

▪ As the chart in the currency 

section shows, the Swiss franc 

has appreciated against the 

USD since 1980. We see the 

CHF also in these days with 

potential. Inflation is half that of 

the US and SNB is raising rates 

as well. And the Swiss franc is a 

classic safe-haven currency. 

Commodities

▪ Gold outperforms US inflation 

linked bonds as well as US 

bonds or equities. We still use 

gold as a tail hedge against 

geopolitical risks. Gold works as 

an diversifier in investment 

portfolio’s.

▪ OPEC decided to reduce the 

output by 2 million barrels per 

day. We expect that stabilizes 

the Oil price around $90 to $100 

per barrel. OPEC is concerned 

about oil demand. It is expected 

to shrink which is in line with the 

slowing economic activity.

▪ Germany gas inventory is on 

high levels. Europe substitutes 

Russian gas now more and 

more. Suppliers from North 

Africa, UK, Norway and the 

Caspian region increase their 

deliveries of gas to Europe. 
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High inflation, tighter financial conditions and lingering but improving

supply-related headwinds are taking their toll on global economic

activity. Survey data signals a broad-based moderation of economic

activity in both the advanced and the emerging market economies.

Declining Purchasing Manager Indices (PMI) in the euro area (EA),

the US and some emerging market confirm this trend. In the US and

EA, PMIs have reached 20 months lows and have fallen below 50

indicating that economic growth may not only decelerate but may

even drop into negative territory.

These wakening economic dynamics are also reflected by slowing

industrial production in the US and EA. In the US, growth of industrial

production decelerated from approximately 7% in February to around

3.6% in August while the economic activity in the EA manufacturing

sector slowed from more than 8% to a meager gain of 0.7% in July.

Although the economic expansion in the main economic regions

such as the US and EA lost substantial momentum inflation

remained elevated.

In the US headline inflation stands at 8.3% while CPI inflation in EA

climbed to 9.1% in August. At the same time, labor markets on both

sides of the Atlantic proved to be resilient against slowing economic

momentum. Unemployment rates in the US and EA continue to

signal that both economies are still operating at full capacity, but

historical evidence shows that unemployment reacts with a

significant time lag on changes in the economic environment.

In light of persistent elevated inflation, central banks tighten

synchronized monetary policy to quell inflation and to return as

quickly as possible to their policy objectives despite more and more

clouding global economic prospects. Major central banks in the

advanced economies have raised rates by 300 basis points such as

the Fed and the Bank of Canada while the Swiss National

Bank and the ECB still have room to catch-up as they have lifted

rates by only 125 basis points. Tighter monetary policy and the

expectations of even further tightening have created serious

concerns that too much of a good thing may turn negative i.e. may

move the global economy into a severe recession.

Against this backdrop, risk assets experienced strong losses in

September. World equities prices in the advanced economies

(measured in USD) dropped by more than 5% while emerging

market equities were even down by more than 7% until the end of

September. Portfolios got negatively impacted by equity and bond

allocations.

Investment Review

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Vontobel. Blue: equities, yellow: bonds, pink: alternatives 
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Last month we investigated the impact of improving supply-related

bottlenecks on inflation. We also showed that real income has

declined significantly and concluded that both effects will have a

dampening impact on inflation giving central banks some leeway

for a moderation of policy tightening. Another debate has now

popped up and raising the question of whether the domestic or the

foreign components of inflation are more relevant for the

determination of domestic inflation and what are the appropriate

policy responses. This debate was initiated by Isabel Schnabel a

Government Board member of the European Central Bank.

She argued that vanquishing inflation requires to take harsh

measures due to “the fact that it is often global rather than

domestic slack that matters for price setting. This fact reduces the

sensitivity of the domestic economy to interest rate changes on a

much broader level”.

Although headline inflation has decreased from 9.1% in 8.3% in

August, inflation pressure stays elevated. Especially given that

inflation in the services part of the decomposed inflation (see chart

on the left) is still growing. The high level of persistent inflation

reduces purchasing power and weight on consumer demand.

Disposable income eased during summer by around 3.7% which

has been so far mitigated by a substantial fall of the personal

savings rate which dropped to approximately 5%, the lowest level

since 2009. The accumulated savings created by forced savings

during the COVID-19 related lockdowns are melting down. Hence,

savings can no longer support consumption spending. Thus,

growth of consumer demand is expected to decelerate given the

loss of purchasing power, declining disposable income and falling

deferred consumption. In addition, and more importantly, monetary

and fiscal policy are both in tightening mode. In light of high and

persistent inflation the US central bank (Fed) has sharpened it

monetary policy stance. More monetary policy tightening is

expected to bring inflation close to the policy objective in the

medium-term and is projected to push down further growth of

domestic demand. Although the US labor market remains robust,

we also expect that unemployment may rise over time in an

environment of higher interest rates and lower domestic demand.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Vontobel, VSWA 
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In the euro area (EA), private consumption and investment rose

strongly in the second quarter, while government consumption

displayed a more modest increase. Most of the unexpectedly

robust growth in the second quarter was due to strong activity in

the services sector following the lifting of most pandemic-related

restrictions. Looking ahead, there are clear signs of a continued

slowdown in economic activity against a background of high

inflation and persistent uncertainty related to the war in Ukraine

and energy-related developments. After the rebound in the second

quarter, private consumption is facing significant headwinds from

high inflation and elevated uncertainty as the European Central

Bank (ECB) continues to fight inflation by hiking rates leading to

tighter financial conditions. In the first quarter of 2022,

accumulated savings in excess of pre-pandemic levels amounted

to around €850 billion. These savings should help to smooth

consumption to some extent in the face of a drop in real incomes.

Italian election: Center-right coalition won the Italian election and it

is expected that the future government in Italy will be run by this

coalition. Overall we think the risk of a severe slippage in fiscal

policy is low given the political leaders’ statements and the fact

that any budget has to be agreed on with the EU.

European Energy situation: The overall energy situation is better

than feared. Following the full closure of the Nord Stream 1

pipeline gas flows from Russia has fallen by over 70%. A large

amount of this has been replaced from other sources. Especially

imports of LNG has increased by 40%. Furthermore, gas supply

from North Africa, Norway, UK and the Caspian region increases

steadily since April. Gas storage in the EU is as well better than

feared. Germany storage is even at 89% which is ahead of target.

Central Bank officials continue to signal their comments 

to tighter policy to combat inflation. Last week, the 

Cleveland Fed President indicated that the Federal 

Reserve will not stop hiking rates even if this results in a 

recession. ECB President Lagarde said policymakers will 

raise rates at the next several meetings. 

On the positive side, we believe that the energy situation 

in Europe is better than feared. More Russian gas is 

substituted by other sources such as LNG or gas from UK, 

Norway or the Caspian region. Also positive is that the 

financial market is on record low sentiment which 

indicates a lot is already priced in.
Source: Vontobel, Frauhenhofer ISE, Wood Mackenzie, Morgan Stanley
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The near-term uncertainty remains high. We expect high

volatility in equity markets in the next month. The reason for this

negative outlook is the hawkishness of central Banks in

developed countries. The Fed continues to hike rates

aggressively to bring down inflation. Chair Jerome Powell has

said that policymakers will “keep at it until the job is done.” The

Fed has pushed back against the idea of an early policy pivot,

with Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester saying that a

recession wouldn't stop rate hikes while inflation remains too

high. On top of it, the 2-year/10-year portion of the US yield

curve remains inverted, a signal that has preceded recessions

in the past.

The MSCI All Country World Index is down 26.7% ytd as of 3

October. The S&P 500 and STOXX 600 indices have both fallen

for three consecutive quarters, the longest string of declines

since 2009 and 2011 respectively. The MSCI China index is

down 32.6% on the year. So, a lot of the expected higher rates

is priced in.

The open jobs dropped by 1.1million to 10.1 million in August.

This is a significant reduction of open jobs and points in the

right direction. The Fed focuses on open jobs because they see

this parameter of the labor market as one key element that

drives wages higher. So lower open jobs are in a way good

news and gives the Fed more room to navigate the rate

increases. On top of it, we saw a lower US ISM manufacturing

index, which dropped from 52.8 to 50.9 in August. This is

another indicator that shows first impacts of the hawkish Fed

risks to growth and upside risks for real bond yields (i.e. the

discount rate for equities). The market sell-off has so far been

entirely driven by multiple compression, with the Stoxx 600 12-

month forward P/E down from a recovery peak of 18.3x to

10.9x, a ten-year low (excluding the Covid shock). We think

further downside for multiples is limited, given that: (a) we

expect real bond yields to decline, as fading inflation and

weaker growth lead central banks to turn less hawkish; and (b)

the multiple is now close to a level where it troughed during the

recession of the early 1990s and the tech bubble bust of the

early 2000s. As a consequence, we think any further market

weakness from here will be driven by EPS downgrades.

While EPS expectations remain near an all-time high,

momentum has started to slow, with the six-month change in

Stoxx 600 12-month forward EPS down from 15% in mid-July to

10% currently, the lowest level since January 2021.

policy. We think that the lower valuations, very weak market

sentiment and the weaker data of open jobs can support equity

markets in the coming month.

A different viewpoint:

S&P 500 performance around peak inflation shows that the

S&P 500 has rallied nearly 25% on average in the one year

after the peak in CPI. Condition was that inflation pressures

easing quickly after the peak. If inflation however, remains

sticky after the peak (decline in headline CPI y/y over next 6

months) the performance has been far more muted, with

equities trading sideways for the following 6 months and up

+5% 1 year after.

We stay negative on European equities as we see downside

Considering the pro’s and con’s for equities, we keep 

the equity weight at the long-term strategic weight. We 

think it is not the right moment to reduce the equity 

allocation having the oversold situation and the very 

negative sentiment in mind. On the other hand we 

believe it is too early to add more risk to the portfolio 

knowing that all the macro data worsen and the central 

banks are still very hawkish.

Long-term investors can look differently to the situation 

and focus more on the very low valuations as well as 

consider that the central Bank can be successful with 

their fight against inflation. Equity look more and more 

attractive for such investors.Source: Vontobel
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Throughout September government yields have been on a

relentless push upwards, after inflation data came in above

expectations in the US and in Europe. This year’s rise in yields

has been so dramatic that various bond indices fell into bear

market territory (-20% decline) and posted their largest

drawdowns ever recorded.

The US Treasury curve remains inverted, meaning that shorter

term government bonds pay more than longer dated ones.

Historically such a yield curve inversion has often been

followed by a recession, a possibility that is certainly in the

cards today.

Falling real estate prices and a slowdown in the hiring activity

in the US both point to an easing in the inflationary pressure.

Therefore we expect the upcoming Consumer Price Index

(CPI) data release for the month of September (release is on

October 13) to be an important moment for both equity and

fixed income investors. Should there be signs of easing in

terms of inflationary pressure, the FED’s hiking path could be

revised down. The recent rally in equity markets and falling

treasury yields tell us that an increasing number of market

participants are starting to position themselves for such a

scenario.

Inflation is also the main economic topic in Europe, but there

are stark differences compared to the US. Most of Europe’s

inflation has been driven by skyrocketing energy prices,

especially in terms of natural gas and electricity.

Year over year inflation data for August 2022:

– US Headline CPI: 8.3%

– US Core CPI: 6.3%

– Eurozone Headline CPI: 9.1%

– Eurozone Core CPI: 4.3%

– Switzerland Headline CPI: 3.5%

– Switzerland Core CPI: 2.0%

September marked another month of rising yields and 

credit spreads, inflicting further mark-to-market losses 

in bond portfolios. In recent days market participants 

started to position for a softening of the FED’s painfully 

hawkish stance. We remain overweight corporates and 

underweight government bonds on a relative basis. In 

terms of duration we prefer to stay below benchmark.

While quadrupling electricity and natural gas bills have been a

shock for the European economy, these developments are less

sticky than for example rising rents and wages. European

governments have put a lot of effort into easing the situation

and managed to secure large amounts of natural gas deliveries

for the upcoming winter.

Corporate credit spreads increased to levels close to the height

of the COVID-19 crisis in March 2022. Such spikes are often the

result of indiscriminate selling and present opportunities to

restock portfolios with high quality bonds at attractive prices.

Generic 5-Year BBB corporate bonds trade around the following

yields:

USD 5-Year BBB: 4.90% Yield to maturity

EUR 5-Year BBB: 3.10% Yield to maturity

CHF 5-Year BBB: 2.20% Yield to maturity
Source: Vontobel, VSWA 
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USD is supported by the Fed’s fight against inflation. The latest

US core inflation data surprised to the upside and strong

demand for labor continues to drive wages higher. The Fed is

willing to fight inflation regardless of economic growth impacts.

This is good news for the USD. We expect the EURUSD to

bottom out by end of Q1 2023. By then, the end of the Fed’s

hiking cycle should be more in sight and the energy situation in

Europe should be as well calm down.

And we should not forget, the US dollar has reached its

strongest levels since 2002 versus the EUR, and a multi-

decade highs versus the yen and sterling. It also increased

roughly 10% versus the Chinese yuan.

US dollar has the tendency to stay stronger as long as 

the Fed is hiking rates and the terminal rate is not 

visible. We assume that the USD will show a bottom out  

against  EUR by end of Q1 2022. The end of the Fed 

hiking should be more visible by then.  Long-term 

investors have an opportunity to diversify in other 

currencies, using the overvalued USD.

Swiss franc has a tendency to further strengthen. The 

hawkish Swiss National Bank supports this view.

This year’s appreciation of the USD results in an even higher

overvalued level on a purchasing power parity level. Long-term

investors have an opportunity to diversify into other currencies.

We forecast that the Swiss franc will remain strong against the

EUR. The SNB (Swiss National Bank) hiked rates by 75 basis

points to a new policy rate of 0.5% in September. The message

of the SNB was clear: they will do whatever they can to bring

Swiss inflation down to its target range of 0% to 2%. We expect

the franc to appreciate against the EUR due to Switzerland’s

solid economic performance, relatively lower energy

dependence and the currency’s safe-haven status.

The GBPUSD went into freefall as the government announced

it’s new budget plans including some severe tax cuts. The GBP

is suffering a loss of confidence with investors. A policy mix of

loose fiscal policy and milder monetary tightening gives investor

no reason to hold GBP. Valuations looks cheap but policy

uncertainty is too high for the moment. The chances are high

that GBPUSD test parity in the coming weeks.

Source: Vontobel, VSWA
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In discussions with many of our investors we talk to we have

the impression that gold’s performance should be much

stronger considering multi-decade high inflation across the

globe and geopolitical tensions. As of writing, however, we

have to concede that gold has outperformed most major

asset classed during the course of 2022. In fact, gold has

done much better than inflation-linked bonds both in the US

and elsewhere. And we believe that gold’s performance so

far this year reflects the behavior of its underlying drivers.

We believe that the price of gold is generally driven by

several key drivers: economic expansion, risk and

uncertainty, opportunity cost and finally momentum.

When the war broke out on February 24, 2022, gold reacted

With central banks being more aggressive in hiking 

interest rates has resulted in markets being more 

sensitive than usual to monetary policy – and gold has 

been no exception. We, however,  remain cautiously 

optimistic. The fact that central banks are being more 

resolute in their policy decisions – partly to curb 

inflation, partly to defend their currencies, should weigh 

going forward on the USD. Positioning in gold futures 

has turned net short again recently and historically has 

not lasted long – often mean reverting in subsequent 

weeks. At the same time, central bank demand for gold 

remains strong. We keep our  overweight in all multi-

asset mandates.

as expected during the outset of uncertain times ahead and

rose from USD 1’800 above USD 2’000 for a short period of

time. High inflation has also been a contributing factor. Not all

investors, however, perceived the inflation risk the same way.

While inflation has been high, US bond investors believe that

the Fed will do whatever is necessary to bring inflation down

and will do so effectively. This is most clearly seen by the

difference between US CPI and long-term inflation expectations

implied by the bond market. Breakeven rate for 5yr-5yr forward

still remains at around 2.5% a far cry of the 5 year US Treasury

which is close to 4.0%.

Another headwind for gold are much higher opportunity costs,

both from continuously increasing interest rates and the

strongest USD for 20 years. In addition, supported by negative

investor sentiment we have seen heavy gold ETF outflows and

weak positioning in the futures markets according to CFTC

data. Weak Chinese demand earlier in the year did not help

either.

Source: Vontobel, VSWA - *as of October 5, 2022. Based on Bloomberg Commodity 

Index, US Dollar Spot Index, Bofa US 3-month Treasury Bill Index, Gold (ounce), 

Bloomberg US TIPs Index, Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, S&P 500 Index, MSCI 

World Index, MSCI EM Total Return Index, NASDAQ Composite Index) 
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Important Disclosures

The views expressed herein represent the opinion of Vontobel Swiss Wealth Advisors AG (“VSWA”). VSWA is a Switzerland-based investment adviser that is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and has the status of an Exempt International

Adviser in the Canadian provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, Nova Scotia, Ontario and Québec. Vontobel Swiss Wealth Advisors is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Vontobel Group.

The information set out in this presentation is deemed to constitute “marketing material” within the meaning of Art. 68 of the Swiss Financial Services Act. This report is for your information only and is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any

investment instruments. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. All information and opinions expressed in this report were obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good

faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness. Past performance of an investment is not indicative of its future performance. Some investments may be subject to sudden or large falls in value and on realization you

may receive back less than you investment or may be required to pay more. Changes in foreign exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the price, value, or income of an investment. This document may contain forward-looking statements, generally identified by our use

of forward-looking terminology such as "may", "will", "expect", "intend", "anticipate", "estimate", "believe", "continue", “forecast”, “see” or other similar words. Readers of this report should be aware that there are various factors that could cause or contribute to such differences

including, but are not limited to, changes in general economic and business conditions, industry trends, changes in government rules and regulations (including changes in tax laws) and increases in interest rates. Accordingly, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance

on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this outlook. We do not make any representations or warranties (expressed or implied) about the accuracy of any such forward-looking statements or the performance or valuation of any investment

instrument or strategy discussed in this report.

This report may not be reproduced or copies circulated without prior authority from VSWA. VSWA expressly prohibits the unauthorized distribution and transfer of this report to third parties for any reason. Since VSWA does not provide tax advice and is unable to take into

account the particular tax implications of an investment instrument, we recommend that you seek specific advice from a specialized tax advisor prior to making any investment decision.

Vontobel Swiss Wealth Advisors AG

Phone: +41 (0)44 287 81 11

Phone (from the U.S.): 011 41 44 287 81 11

info@vontobeladvisors.com

www.vontobeladvisors.com


